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Summary 
The aim of this paper is to submit one hypothesis that the Japanese 
and American Logics of new product development differ so greatly. 
The Japanese Logics of new product development are as follows. 
The First Japanese Logic is to make an exhaustive after-production 
marketing, and develop an uncomplete product which is planned to be 
improved gradually. 
The Second Japanese Logic is to make incremental peoduct domain re-
designings . 
The Last Japanese Logic is to achieve high profitability coming from a 
series of product group. 
The American Logics of new product development process are as 
follows. 
The First American Logic is to make an exhaustive before-production 
marketing and to develop only one complete product without any 
defects. 
The Second American Logic is to make the sophisticated product 
domain designing and have no need of product domain re-designing. 
The Last American Logic is to realize high profitability coming from 
only one product. 
For this paper's case study of P&G and Uni-Charm the author 
utilize the "product domain design" as the resourceful conceptual 
framework. 
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1 THIS PAPER'S CONCLUSIONS 
I'd like to write first, this paper's most important conclusions. My 
this paper presents 
"A CASE STUDY OF THE DISPOSABLE DIAPERS BUSINESS OF 
UNI-CHARM AND P&G FAR EAST INCORPORATED IN 
JAPANESE MARKET" 
This case study related from 1977 to 1992, for about fifteen years. The 
main theme of this paper is to submit a hypothesis about how new 
roduct develo ment st le differs in Ja an and the USA about 
consumer goods through the analysis of the new product development 
process of disposable diapers of two companies: Uni-Charm, Procter 
and Gamble, both are representative enterprises respectively in Japan 
and the USA for disposable paper diapers industry. 
Uni-Charm succeeded in the radical roduct innovation of paper 
diapers of the ants-t e dia ers, just be able to slip on. This is a big 
additions, not existing with the conventional diapers, this is much 
easier to change for his/her mother. 
When Uni-Charm introduced this pants-type diaper into the market 
on 1992, they adopted typically the Japanese new product 
development. They had introduced two kinds of rotot e dia ers, 
before they sold the pants-type diapers in the Japanese market. 
The first prototype was "tore an-man" which was introduced into the 
market in May 1990."Torepan-man" was developed for detaching 
infants from their diapers. 
The second prototype diaper was named "o asurm man" which was 
introduced into the market in autumn, 1990. 
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"Oyasumi-man" was developed for the infant's good sleeping during 
the night. Most important thing is these two prototype diapers were 
uncompleted products for collecting consumers' claims and requests in 
order to develop pants-type diaper, which could be called radical 
product innovation. 
When I make an analysis of the new product development process of 
Uni-Charm, I can find that the Japanese way of the new product 
development, represented by Uni-Charm, is firstly a successive 
introduction of uncom leted roducts and these uncompleted products 
need radual im rovements or incremental KAIZEN by mutual 
communications with the market or comsumers. So Japanese 
marketing can be called after- roduction marketin . 
I can also see that the Japanese way of the new product development 
represented by Uni-Charm is secondly the sufficienc ofthe 
investment rofitabilit comes from the product group, not comes from 
only one product. 
On the contrary, after I make an analysis of the new product 
development process of P&G, I can find that the American way of the 
new product development process represented by P&G is firstly just ~ 
sin le introduction of com leted roduct on exhaustive test marketing 
and this completed product needs no improvements on incremental 
KAIZEN. So American way of marketing can be called before-
roduction marketin . 
It must be said herein 1985, P&G made changes in the new product 
development introduction cycle in tune with the actual situation of t,he 
Japanese market. 
I can also find that the American way of the new product development 
represented by P&G is secondly the sufficienc of the investment 
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fitabilit depends on one single product, not upon product series. 
What I have written now is the main topic of this peper. Now let 
me give much detailed explanations . 
2. THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK, 
PRODUCT DOMAIN DESIGN 
We, Corporate Strategy Researchers should utilize "product domain 
design" concept when we research product development process. 
When companies are developing new product, the process can be 
seen as product domain designing process. 
Product domain is designed by three dimensions . 
Firstly product domain can be designed by the tar eted customers of 
this product. 
Product domain is designed secondaly by the consumer's needs which 
this product intends to satisfy. 
Lastly product domain can be designed by how the company makes 
and sells the planned product with the uni ue technolo and know-
how . 
Product development process can be designed by the customers, 
customer's needs, and technology dimensions . 
Greatly influenced by Professor K. Sakakibara's paper "Product 
Innovation and New Image of Corporations - Architectual Capacity -" 
in Business Review, Vol.43, N0.2, 1996, pp.16-27, I can classify product 
domain designs into three types according to its design's novelty 
range . 
First type 
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is new-market-creation t e roduct domain desi in like P&G's 
Pampers, and 3M's post-it, etc. 
Second type 
is radical-innovation t e roduct domain desi in like Uni-Charm's 
pants-type diapers, Toshiba's note-book type personal computer, etc. 
Last type is 
is incremental-innovaiton t e roduct domain desi nin like 
Japanese car's model changes, etc. 
According to Professor Sakakibara's paper mentioned before, the 
excellence of the product domain designing can be judged three 
yardsticks as followings. 
First yardstick is the product domain's "distinctiveness". 
Next yardstick is the product domain's "sustainability of its 
distintiveness" . 
Third yardstick is the product domain's "appropriability". 
3. OUTLINE OF THE MARKET EXPANSION 
OF PAPER DIAPERS 
The paper diaper market was created in Japan by Procter & 
Gamble (P&G), famous for the development of the paper diapers in 
America in the sixties, of which the product development story has 
become an instructive textbook for marketing, they started to sell 
Pampers brand in Japan as P&G Sunhome in 1977 and from 1979 all 
over Japan. 
From this we can see that the first ex ansion eriod of the paper 
diapers was created by P&G, and that it was done for the first time by 
an enterprise of foreign capital. 
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All at once, the Pampers formed a market exceeding the Y 10,000 
mil. but then in 1981 Uni-Charm thoroughly analyzed the defects of 
Pampers and sent on the market "Moony" brand diapers with 
urethane leg gathers and waist gathers to prevent leaking and with a 
polyester type nonwoven at the inside, that is in direct contact with 
the skin. In less than 2 years from the start of its marketing, they 
reversed the share in their favour. 
In 1982, Uni-Charm and Daio Paper adopted a high water-
absorbing resin (new type polymer) for the water absorbing part and 
realized a product evolution with the radical product innovation of the 
materials for the paper diaper. As a result, the share of P&G tumbled 
and lowered at once and boundlessly approached zero. For the 
conventional paper diaper, it was made of the capillary phenomenon of 
pulp and functionally there was no big difference with the cloth diaper 
while the new paper diaper has a high water-absorbing resin, having 
the special characteristic that it absorbs 10 to 50 times more urine 
and that the urine does not flow back as it is turned in gel state or like 
jelly. One can say that with the appearance of this new paper diaper 
the propagation of the paper diaper entered its second eriod. 
This second period lasted for about 10 years from 1982 to 1992, the 
period that Uni-Charm sold the slip-on pants-type paper diaper. 
In 1983, Kao entered the market with "Merrys" brand and in 
October of 1985 P&G also started to sell "New Pampers", for which a 
high water-absorbing resin was used. 
In 1987, Uni-Charm started to sell "Ultra Moony", for which 
standing leg gathers and waist gathers with breathability were used 
to prevent unevennesses and leaking. They kept their N0.1 market 
share position. 
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This first expansion period and second period taught us that 
Pampers brand by P&G was a new-market-creation t e roduct 
innovation. And taught us that Pampers brand had a great 
distinctiveness or hi h uni ueness. And this experience also taught 
us that Japanese paper diaper companies made not new-market-
creation type product innnovation, but made a radical roduct 
innovation with sophisticated improvements, and got accumulated 
distinctiveness. 
This Japanese-type radical product innovation can be called in my 
personal opinion "imitative creation". This imitative-creation-type 
product innovaiton can be seen in many bisinesses, that is, Japanese 
type convenience store, Japanese type big super market, JVC's VHS 
type video-tape-recorder and Sony's portable stereo "walk-man". 
From the beginning of the second period of the propagation of these 
paper diapers, till 1985, the share of P&G, that opened the paper 
diapers market in Japan, continued to fall and fall. 
At the time that P&G Far East, the Japanese corporation of P&G, 
took over the business of P&G Sunhome, its predecessor, in March 
1984, according to another report, it was said that its accumulated 
deficit stood at 40,000-50.000 mil. yen. 
P&G Sunhome is considered as an exam le of t ical failure of an 
enter rise of forei ca ital to enter the Japanese market. 
Now we have encoutered a charmin riddle wra ed in a bi 
~~y~~~~yter . Because of the entering into the market of Uni-Charm in 
1981, and their introduction of highly improved paper diapers to the 
market, and because of the introduction of new type paper diapers for 
which a high water absorbing resin is used by Uni-Charm and Daio 
paper in 1982, the share of P&G in the Japanese market dropped and 
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dropped but nevertheless they did not put new products for which a 
high water absorbing resin was used in the market till 1985. Why? 
Wh P&G did not develop new improved product, or wh could not 
develop one? I want to present one hypothesis. The lo ic of 
introduction of new roducts to the market of Uni-Charm, Daio and 
Kao greatly differs from the introduction logic of new products of P&G. 
Laterly I'll explain these two logics clearly. 
The market of the paper diaper on basis of the total amount shipped 
by the makers, was 25,000 mil. yen in 1982, and in 1985 it expanded 
to 71,000 mil. yen. In 1986 the shares held by the different companies 
were as follows : Uni-Charm about 45%, Kao just over 30%, P&G just 
over 10% and Daio Paper 6-7%. 
From the middle of the eighties, the paper diaper market continued 
its strong growth, but qualitatively there were no serious changes in 
the product of whichever maker according to the man in charge of a 
large supermarket, and there were signs of an excessive competition. 
After that, it plunged into the period of fierce and low price wars, 
however the sales of the slip-on pants-type paper diaper, that Uni-
Charm started to sell in Feb. 1992, sold as a differentiated high 
funtional expensive product, greatly expanded. 
Tha percentage of the pants-type paper diaper on the paper diaper 
market was about 15% in March 1995 and Uni-Chagrn presumed an 
increase to 25(~o after one year. 
The paper diaper market in 1993 expanded to about 142,000 mil. 
yen and according to the investigations of the Yano Research Institute 
for Economics, the shares on money base held by the different makers 
was: 44% for Uni-Charm and 23% for P&G. 
According to the investigations of the Nippon Keizai Shinbun, the 
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amount of baby paper diapers domestically shipped in 1993 was 
138.000 mil. yen and the maker's shares were as follows : Uni-Charm 
42% (+1.5), P&G 29% (+0.0) and Kao 19.5% (-0.5). 
We can say that the propagation of the paper diapers entered a 
third eriod with the radical product innovation of this pants-type 
paper diaper. 
For the history of the market expansion of the paper diaper in 
Japan, the graph in Chart I may be a reference. 
4. THE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS OF 
THE PANTS-TYPE PAPER DIAPER BY UNI-CHARM 
As I said before, Uni-Charm, together with Daio Paper, opened the 
curtain of the second period of the paper diaper propagation in Japan 
with the development of the paper diaper for which a high water-
absorbing resin is used. Moreover, Uni-Charm opened the door of the 
third period of the propagation of the paper diaper by the development 
and the marketing of the pants-type paper diaper with its own 
technologies. Uni-Charm is a leader maker of water-absorbing 
products such as sanitary napkins and paper diapers. 
It is not a big mistake to say that the expansion and the growth of 
the paper diaper market in Japan, made by P&G, has been shouldered 
by Uni-Charm through its leadership of its strong marketing activity. 
In 1986 the number of developers in whole the company did not 
exceed 60, this was 1/30 of those of Kao, a general toiletry maker. 
Also P&G Far East with a research and development staff 
organization of 200 people, Uni-Charm was overwhelmingly numerical 
inferior in the amount of human capacity for research and 
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development. To analyze how that Uni-Charm succeeded in the 
development of pants-type paper diapers means to clarify the success 
factors of by what means an enterprise that is placed in an 
overwhelmingly inferior position as for the amount and quality of 
business resources can build up a "competitive advantage". 
From now on, in the development of the pants-type paper diapers of 
Uni-Charm, I would llike to analyze the following 3 points : 
(~ the effects of new products on the business results of the enterprise, 
R the differentiation of the product domain of new products, 
O the concrete process of the development of radical innovation 
4-1. Effects of new products on the business results of the enterprise 
As shown in Chart 3, the business results of Uni-Charm were in 
stagnation from 1988 to 1992. However, with the pants-type paper 
diaper Moonyman, developed since Feb. 1992, having a high value-
addition compared with the conventional paper diapers, the profit and 
loss divergence point ratio, exceeding 80% till March 1992, improved 
6.2% in one stroke to 74.2 in March 1994. 
The operating profit in March 1994 was 11,000 mil. yen with a 
prospect of 20% increase compared with the previous term. In 
continuation with the previous term, the accumulated maximum 
profit was renewed. The turnover of the same term was 125,000 mil. 
yen, a 14% increase prospect. 
4-2. New product development and the product domain differentiation 
Regarding the evolution of the paper diaper before the appearance 
of the pants-type paper diaper, P&G defined the differentiated product 
domain against the cloth diaper. 
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Product domain concept is very useful and effective concept of 
product strategy. Product domain can be described by 3 dimensions. 
Firstly, product domain is defined by what tar et it pursues. 
Secondly, product domain is defined by whose needs it intends to 
satisfy. Thirdly, product domain is defined by how the company 
makes and sells the product with uni ue technolo or know-how. 
P&G's Pampers intended to meet consumer's needs as follows. 
(D it should be pleasant for the baby; O fit well to the body. O give a 
much drier conditon than the cloth diaper; 
O easier to store; 
R easier to dispose of ; 
Oa price that can compete with that of cloth diapers; 
O safe raw materials for the baby; 
O a disposable paper diaper that causes no problems to the 
environment 
One may say that it was a competition among enterprises under the 
form of whether each satisfaction level of the respective structural 
elements of the said needs was somehow enhanced. The biggest 
change in the competition process was the improvement of the water-
absorbency, with the innovation of the material : the high water-
absorbing resin, the improvement of the breathability with the 
nonwoven material and the improvement of the leak preventing 
function : all items that are persued for the baby's comfortability. 
Against this, regarding the product domain held by the Uni-Charm 
pants-type paper diaper, new for the conventional needs, there are t,he 
additional needs that the trouble of mother, who is also a consumer 
together with the baby, is eliminated when changing the diaper on the 
baby, who is on the point to move actively; that the diaper is easier to 
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change while the baby is standing. It is a substantial characteristic 
that at the same time the mother's comfortabilit is ersued One can 
say that the pants-type paper diaper has a product domain that is 
clearly differentiated from the conventional paper diaper. 
So we can say that the Uni-Charm's pants-type diaper was a radical 
roduct innovation. 
4-3. Development process ofthe pants-type paper diaper 
Earlier than Uni-Charm, there was an American maker that 
started to sell slip-on pants-type diapers and took the pantent, but 
actually it was not commercialized. 
In 1989, only Kimberly-Clark sold disposable pants just for training 
the nondiaper habit. 
In its market research Uni-Charm understood the greatness of the 
potential demand for pants-type diapers, but there was not enough 
corporate's production ability to develop a product with faculties that 
satisfied the consumer (in this case the baby). 
However, in 1989 Kao entered the market and P&G Far East since 
1985 put paper diapers for which a high water absorbing resin was 
used in the market and from 1982 till 1989 there were 8 model 
changes; a fierce price war took place, the tendency to have few 
children progressed in Japan, the market growth became dull and in 
September 1987 Un-Charm faced an income and profit decrease. The 
operating profit decreased to 1,000 mil. yen from 8,100 mil. yen in 
September the previous year. One can say that for Uni-Charm the 
new product development of a high value-added paper diaper was the 
"inevitable way or road" of a very urgent business necessity, coming 
from 3 factors : the change in the competitive environment of the 
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diaper market, the change in the consumer environment and their 
business characteristic, that Uni-Charm is a special maker in the 
water-absorbing material business, different from Kao and P&G, that 
are general toiletry makers . 
The pants-type paper diaper was the inevitable way or road to put 
the company on the tracks of a new growth, but they hadn't 
accumulated their own technologies to make this possible at once. 
The new product development strategy they took was the "hop, step 
and jump" type incremental product innovation : they put the product, 
that was the base for the pants-type paper diaper, in two stages on the 
market, accumulating know-how through "dialogue with the market" 
and enriching their own technologies. According to reference 
literature, the commercialization of the pants-type paper diaper was 
planned in 3 steps in the order of the diffrculty and ease degree. 
One can say that among "who" (central consumer layer), "what" 
(consumers' needs), "how" (own technologies of the company), that 
form the product domain of the pants-type paper diaper, they tried to 
accumulate "how" and technologies stepswise. 
5. THE MARKETlNG OF THE P&CFS PAPER DIAPER 
5-1. The story of the P&G's paper diaper development 
Someone in charge of the market research of Kao, took up the 
development competition of the paper diapers from the books written 
on basis of experience in theoretical training and evidence and 
detailedly described the story of the P&G paper diaper development. 
Hereafter, I will try to resume it. 
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5-1-1. Till the starting of the project 
An engineer, retired from P&G advised them to develop a more 
convenient paper diaper, because neither the cloth diaper nor the 
paper diaper was satisfactory in his baby-sitting experience for his 
first ganrdchild. 
The development of the P&G paper diaper had to clear 3 principles 
for the development of new products before the start was possible. 
The first rinci le for the development of new products : "Does the 
consumer really have the need for a new diaper?" Does this need exist 
or not? To confirm this, several consumer investigaitons visiting 
homes, interviews by telephone, questionaires in newspapers were 
carried out. The problematic points in the use of diapers the 
consumer is directly faced with, were made clear. 
The second rinci le for the development of new products : "Does 
the company have the chemical and technical ability to develop the 
new product?" Can the firm rely on its own technologies? They 
already had manufacturing technologies of paper products with water 
absorbing capacity like paper towels, facial tissue, toilet paper, etc. 
The third rinci le for the development of new products : "Is there a 
potential market large enough to make profit?" Is there a high 
profitable market? 
The development costs of P&G from the idea stage till the actual 
production amounted to several mil. dollars. When calculating the 
standard investment profitability of the company, the forecast was 
that it was necessary to convert it in more than 15,000 mil. paper 
diapers in the USA. 
5-1-2. The development process ofnew product 
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The idea of the disposable paper diaper entered the stage of making 
an experimental product. It was necessary that the baby felt 
comfortable when put on (well fitting to the body, keep it in a drier 
state than the cloth diaper), that it was easier to store, that it could 
easily disposed of, that it was price competitive with the cloth diaper, 
that the raw materials were safe for the baby and that the disposed 
diapers caused no problems for the environment. 
After 9 months of research, the new product development team 
developed a paper diaper pad to be fitted in a diaper cover. 
This product had a water absorbing power,and could be disposed of 
in a flush toilet. I Iearned from my wife that this type of paper diaper 
was called "leg diaper type" while later the diaper not needing a 
diaper cover was called the "pants type". 
A pilot test was carried out by giving the handmade paper diaper 
pad and the diaper cover to mothers in Dallas in the state of Texas 
without explanation. 
The comfortability and the water absorbing capacity were OK, but 
the plastic diaper cover was not good as it was very hot in Texas. 
After 6 months, the plastic diaper cover was replaced by a plastic 
sheet, which was given a breathable property and a permeable sheet 
was inserted between the baby and the water absorbing pad. The 
urine passed to the water absorbing pad and it could be arranged so 
that the largest part did not flow back. 
To test the new product 37,000 diapers were made by hand and an 
overwhelmingly favourable evaluation was obtained from the mothers . 
5-1-3. Test-marketing of the new product 
In order to solve the problems that the 
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new paper diapers, it is necessary to try to sell them under the actual 
market conditions . 
In order to avoid huge investments in equipment, the test-
marketing, in which the new product was introduced in a limited area, 
was carried out making free use of the modern marketing techniques 
so that it could be expanded all over the country. Herewith, further 
improvement of the product and the number of consumers that would 
buy when marketed all over the country were estimated. 
Engineers designed the machinery enabling mass production to 
supply the necessary amount of the paper diapers of the same quality 
as the handmade product for the test-marketing. It took one year to 
build and install a production line of this small scale. 
Market researchers did consumer checks and decided to call it 
"Pampers". Designers made an eye-catching packaging of a suitable 
size. Cop~vriters created advertizing messages how to give appeal to 
the new product and to inform the consumer about the results and 
benefits of the new product. 
The accountants examined raw material costs , production costs and 
distribution costs. The cost of the Pampers for the test-marketing and 
the cost of the mass production for the marketing all over the country 
were estimated. The pricing for the first test-marketing in lllinois in 
1961 was 10 cents per diaper. This price setting was based upon the 
cost to produce 400 mil. diapers per year. However, the result of the 
test-marketing in lllinois, held while making losses, was that one 
could only expect to sell less than half of the planned 400 mil. diapers 
per year and that the reason for it was the price of 10 cents was too 
high. 
The only way to plan cost down while keeping the quality was to 
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highly increase the production amount. If 1,000 mil diapers could be 
sold per year, the price could be lowered to 6 cents. 
With the new price, consumers started to use the diapers not only in 
special circumstance like during trips, etc., but also daily. 
With the increase of the consumption amount in the several test 
marketing areas, they transferred the production from the 
experimental line to 9 production lines in an existing plant and 
decided to sell all over the country. This took place from 1966 to 1970. 
5-2. What has P&G Iearned from the Japanese market? 
As said before, P&G that created the paper diaper market in the 
USA, established in 1977 a Japanese corporation P&G Sunhome, that 
started test-sales in Fukuoka and Saga Pref. and started to sell all 
over Japan from 1979. The business results of the paper diaper 
business field was 1,500 mil. yen in 1977, and in 1979 it highly grew 
to 11,100 mil. yen. The turnover of P&G in 1979 was about 10,000 
mil. yen and they were holding a 90% market share. 
However, in 1981 Uni-Charm appeared with the pants type Moony 
in the market and 1982 Uni-Charm and Daio Paper started to market 
a product for which a high water absorbing resin was used. In 1983, 
Kao started to sell "Merrys" for which the same material was used and 
in this year the share of P&G Sunhome dropped to 10%. 
In 1984 the business rights of P&G Sunhome, falling in a worse and 
worse situation, said to be an example of failure to enter the Japanese 
market, were transferred to P&G Far East. 
To break away from the bottom, in 1985 P&G Far East started a 3 
year plan "One big leap", changing their product strategy and 
reviewing their distribution strategy. 
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As a change in their product strategy, they changed the 
conventional way of doing to bring products in Japan just as they were 
sold in the USA and firmly took the policy to develop products that 
were suitable for Japanese people. The staff of research & 
development was increased to 200. In the case of Pampers, 8 model 
changes were carried out since 1985, they were improved for the 
functions and by 1989 they recovered a share of 20%. 
Also in a hearing, it was confirmed that there was a turn in the 
marketing policy, namely to change the new product development 
cycle in tune with the actual situation in the Japanese market since 
1985. 
According to the Record Statement of P&G Far East of April 1994, 
they put on the market bewilderingly new products as follows : 
~) since Jan. 1985 they started to sell New Pampers, 
R in Oct. 1985 they started to sell New Pampers Compact types (with 
a waist leak stopper), 
R in Jan. 1987 they startdd to sell New Pampers with mark lines, 
~) in Sep. 1987, start of sales of New Pampers Big Size, 
O in Aug, 1988, start of sales of Pampers with faeces guard, 
O in Sep. 1988, start of sales of Pampers with faeces guard for boys" 
and "for girls". 
O in April 1990 start of sales of Pampers for newborn babies. 
@ in June 1990, start of sales of New Pampers with wide faeces 
guard. 
In June 1989, P&G Far East exceeded the target turnover of 
100.000 mil. yen. 
Ronald Pierce, the president of the company pointed out 3 points to 
succeed in the Japanese market : 
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~) do not bring into Japan products just as they are, even if they are 
sold so well in the rest of the world, 
(~) have a correct grasp upon the consumers' needs and make products 
adequate for them, 
O understand well the distribution system particular to Japan. 
6. CONCLUSIONS = THE JAPANESE AND THE AMERICAN 
LOGICS OF NEW PRODUCTS DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 
What I can say after analyzing the development process of new 
diapers by P&G in the USA, then their hardships and counterattacks 
in the Japanese market, and the development process of the slip on 
pants-type paper diapers of Uni-Charm, is that there is a big 
defference in the marketing of paper diapers, in particular the new 
products development between the USA and Japan. 
This is similar to the research result of Mr. Sakakibara of London 
University, who made an international comparison investigation of 
the development of new products with as object electronics makers in 
Japan, the USA and Europe. Although there is a big difference 
between his object, namely high technique products of high prices and 
the daily cheap comsumer products, nevertheless I think that one can 
say that there is a tread of common connection. 
Among the principles of the development of new products of P&G, 
there is a fixed investment-profit standard, including the recover of 
the development costs. Mr. Sakakibara's research results say that 
(1) the must for market investment is se aratel decided for each 
individual product; 
(2) Products with which the development investment cannot be 
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recovered and products of which one cannot expect a fixed profit even 
if the development investment can be recovered, are not put on the 
market : this coresponds to the market investment standard of new 
products of Western electronics makers . 
Because of the entering of Uni-Charm in 1981 and their 
introduction of highly improved paper diapers to the market, because 
of the introduction of new type paper diapers for which a high water 
absorbing resin was used by Uni-Charm and Daio paper in 1982, the 
share of P&G in the Japanese market dropped and dropped but 
nevertheless they did not put new products for which a high water 
absorbing resin was used in the market till 1985. Why? I think that 
the lo 'c of introduction of new roducts to the market of Uni-Charm, 
Daio and Kao greatly differs from the indroduction logic of new 
products ofP&G. 
The share recovering by executing several model changes since 1985 
by P&G Far East, shows that they threw away the American logic of 
introduction of new products to the market, have become Japanized. 
In the logic of the development of the pants-type paper diaper of 
Uni-Charm, the inde endent rofitabilit standard for each roduct 
~~~~~~~~~ytel , does not exist, but their way of thinking is to cover the 
development cost with the total turnover of the whole roduct series; 
without taking the method of area-limited test-marketing, they put 
the new products directly into the market, and their way of thinking is 
to carry out product improvements while taking up consumer claims 
and while being in dialogue with the market and the consumers. 
From the development process of Pampers by P&G over 4 years, we 
can see the way of thinking to develop perfect products and they never 
thought of improving the product after it was put into the market, 
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while in the case of Uni-Charm, we find the way of thinking to put 
unfinished products all over the market having also a test-marketing 
purpose for constant improvement again the product for the future. 
The product development logics of both companies greatly differ. If 
we arranged these product development logics in key words. I think 
the logic of the Japanese new product development, represented by 
Uni-Charm is "successive introduction of uncompleted products on the 
premise to add gradual improvement through dialogue with the 
market" and "sufficiency of investment profit ratio with the product 
grou p " . 
Against this, I think the logrc of the Amencan new product 
development, represented by P&G, is "single introduction of complete 
products by exhaustive test-marketing" and "suffrciency of investment 
profit ratio with single products". 
Once more I want to summerise my fact findings . I can fmd that 
the Japanese way of the new product development, represented by 
Uni-Charm, is firstly a successive introduction of uncom leted 
ducts. And these uncompleted products need radual 
im rovements, or incremental KAIZEN by mutual communications 
with the market or consumers and get collective rofitabilit . 
I can also find that the Japanese way of the new products 
development represented by Uni-Charm is secondly the sufficienc of 
the investment rofitabilit or collective rofitabilit comes from the 
rduct ou ; not comes from only on product. 
On the contracy, after I have made an analysis of the new product 
development process of P&G, I can find that the American way of the 
new product development represented by P&G is firstly just in le 
introduction of a com leted rodct on exhaustive test marketin . 
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And this completed product needs no im rovements or incremental 
KAIZEN. It must be said here that after 1985, P&G made changes in 
the new product development introduction cycle in tune with the 
actual situation ofthe Japanese market. 
I can also find that the American way of the new product 
development represented by P&G is secondly the sufficienc of the 
investment rofitabilit de ends on one sin le roduct, not on the 
product series. 
paper. 
What I have written now is the main topics of this 
Chart I : 
~~i~ 1 
History of the paper diaper market expansion in Japan 
(A market scale of about 142,000 yen in 1993) 
B ~Ci: ~~ It ~ ~~;t ~ y a)~~~~~*~; j~~)~~~~: 
(1993~ f ~ ~~l4204,~*~F~IO7i~~~~~:~~:) 
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source:Nikhei Business 1. August, 1994 
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Chart2Production　volume　ofpaper　diapers　in　Japan
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Chart3：Business　Results　ofUni・Charm
図表3　ユニ・チャームの業績
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Diapers Business of Uni-Charm and P&G" published in Research and 
Development Management. N0.10, 1995, pp.24-31. 
The Conceptual Framework of this paper "Product Dornain Design" 
is based on another paper "A Theoretical and Empirical Research of 
Corporate Strategy (N0.4) : The Third Sector Railways" written by 
T. Yanagawa and Yamada N., published in this journal. 
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